
Trader2B.com building the world's largest virtual
trading floor
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, September 25, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 
Day trading has lost its appeal since its peak almost twenty years ago. Many day traders have given
up on the industry after the growth of High Frequency Trading (HFT),  new stringent regulations,  and
repeatedly taking loses. This is very unfortunate and is not the solution,” states Makram Kebti,
managing director. “We believe  manual day trading will always be there , mechanical systems can
never replace the human mind.  If you have the right approach and the discipline to see it through,
you will profit.”

Trader2B which traces back to 2010, believes in giving everyone an equal opportunity to succeed.
“There are so many talented people around the globe who have the motivation and passion, but just
lack the proper training, mentorship, and funding to succeed over the long-term. That’s where we
come in as a prop trading firm.”

Trader2b offers a new-age training approach based on proven principles used by today’s leading top
traders. “We help people develop their own blueprint for success and put them through an evaluation
or test stage to find their confidence. We trade  blue chips from  the New York Stock Exchange and
NASDAQ.  We look for volatile big name stocks such  Facebook, Bank of America, Coca-Cola, etc.”

Upon completing the Trader2b evaluation stage, traders begin with an account size of $50,000 to
$250,000, and receive up to a 90% profit share paid out weekly.

“Trading is a complex art and we want to seek and reward hard-working and disciplined day traders ,”
states Sam Wang, portfolio risk manager. “There is no easy road to success. We support our traders
every step of the way and set realistic expectations for them.  We also constantly manage  the firm's
daily drawdown" 

A day trading career has many attractive benefits , but only a select few have succeeded in the past.
“No one is going to profit 100% of the time. Because of this we first need to manage risk. This is the
most important tool that a trader can have,” affirms Sam.

Due to popular demand, Trader2b is currently offering unlimited one-on-one coaching and mentorship
with proven and successful traders.

“Many people repeat the same mistakes over and over. We make it our priority to educate our traders
and ensure they don’t repeat mistakes. By helping more and more traders succeed, our plan is to
build the world’s largest virtual trading floor with thousands of successful traders working from their
homes , offices, or anywhere they have an internet connection. We are also introducing a mobile APP.

Even though people are aware of the difficulty and inherent risks involved in Day Trading the demand
has been stronger than ever. If you feel day trading may be right for you, you can learn more at
www.trader2b.com
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